
LEFTARM

Helping to manage your arm Iymphoedema

Using SeIf or Partner Massag€

Self massage works on an'empty bucket' principle, so you have to make the upper buckets (ie:
the opposite armpit and upper arm) ernpty beH:X can move fluid in to them from the hand

l. Start by taking some deep breaths (x 5)

2. Massage opposite armpit, using light circular motions (x 5)*

3. Using the whole flat of your hand, sweep from the affected armpit across the chest

(underneath the collarbones and to the unaffected armpit * imagine it is like sweeping

water of the surface of a floor (x 10)

4. Now sweep the upper arm. Start on the outer arm sweeping from the elbow up and over the

shoulder (x 5)

5. Now sweep the inner aspect of the upper arm, frbm elbow up and over the shoulder (x 5)

6. Move to the forearm. if the hand and fingers are swollen you can incorporate them into the

whole sweeping movement, sweeping from the fingers right up to and over the elbow.

Again, start on the outer aspect of the forearm (x 10).

T . Once the outer aspect of the forearm is done, repeat on the imer aspect of the forearm and

fingers - if required (x 10),

L IF the hand and fingers arenl swollen, start on the back ofthe hand and swe€p up and over

the elbow (x 10)

g. Work back up the arm now, again sweeping the outer and inner upper arm frorn the elbow,

up and over the shoulder (x 10 for outer and inner aspect)'

10. To finish, sweep from the affected arrnpit to the unaffected armpit (underneath the

collarbones) - x 10.

r lf you have had significant radiotherapy or injury to the collarbone area, instead of rnoving the

fluid to the opposite armpit you can stirnulate the groin (on the same side as the affected arm)

and sweep tne nuid downwårcis frorn the affected armpit to that groin,

You can also stimulate the pathways along the back (along the upper shoulders) byusing a towel

and rubbing it back and forth.



@ stirrlate the opposite arnr,pit and the groin using a circular motion G
@ **"P. tfre.tl-at of-the lrånd fiom ihe'ameåtåa arm pit t" tii" unatrectea

arm pit ind from the affected arm pit to the groin

@ ty.*.from the elbow up and over the shoulder (ourter aspect then inner
aspect)

@ y-*p.ltoqfingers (if needed) overthe wristthen up and over etbow
(outer theri inner aspect)

5) Then move back up the arm to the r.rpper anrn and then finish w[th a
sweep from the affe;ted arm pit to thl unaffec{ed arrm pit and to thegroin
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